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Abstract
In modern day society the increase of data generation and transfer has been an
issue that researchers are working on. This generated and shared data might have
a different purpose but one thing is certain, the reception. This communication
can cover continents, countries, cities or even just a few meters. For the purpose
of the later, personal area networks (PAN) have been created with a main focus
to lower the energy consumption. The protocol that is created under IEEE is
802.15.4 and it has multiple applications in the context of next generation sensor
networks.
This thesis investigates the performance IEEE 802.15.4 UWB PHY for high
data rates over IEEE multipath fading channels and introduces receivers aiming
to diversity and to mitigate the intersymbol interference (ISI) that might appear.
We simulate the protocols highest mandatory data rate over slow, block faded,
realistic IEEE channel models such as, residential, office, outdoor and industrial.
The simulation includes Reed Solomon (RS) channel coding, optimal successive
erasure decoding (SED), and coherent RAKE receivers.
We verify that the selective RAKE (sRAKE) perform better than the non-
selective RAKE (n-sRAKE) in all environments and also the increase of fingers
is mandatory in order to improve performance. In cases with low number of fin-
gers the ISI mitigation techniques like Maximum-Likehood Sequence Estimator
(MLSE) & RAKE combination or Maximum Ration Combining (MRC) ISI can-
cellation receivers, can provide some gain in large delay spread environments. In
cases with high number of fingers the MRC received employs its full diversity since
the received power is larger than before. Overall the apply of optimal errors and
erasures decoding can further improve the system performance by adding a small
gain, lowering existing Bit Error Probability (BEP) even more.
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Chapter1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Shannon gave a general definition to telecommunications as the transfer of
information from one place to another. After some decades the idea is still the
same, but the parameters getting more diverse. Multiple protocols exist in order to
transfer data according to the specific needs like the type of data, transmission dis-
tance, energy restrictions, etc. The 802.15.4-2011 Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physi-
cal layer (PHY) variant of Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
Std [1] (initially introduced as 802.15.4a) is a suitable candidate when it comes
to Personal Area Network (PAN) applications and energy consumption minimiza-
tion. With the above properties, 802.15.4 UWB PHY has gained great interest
for contemporary and future applications to small distance communications like
sensor applications. Next generation sensor networks will consist of huge number
of sensors with diverse types of information, including sensors with high bit rate
requirements (e.g. visual sensors). Therefore, in order to guarantee fast and suc-
cessful packet transfer, a shift to higher rate modes of 802.15.4 UWB modes may
be necessary.
1.2 Background
The 802.15.4-2011 UWB PHY variant of IEEE Std is able to work in various
mandatory rate-dependent and time-related parameters. Following our motiva-
tion, our analysis focuses on the performance of the highest rate mandatory mode
that reaches, nominally, 27.24 Mbps. This mode (mentioned as "Viterbi rate
1") includes a Reed Solomon (RS) coding scheme with a combined Burst Posi-
tion Shifting Key (BPSK) Burst Pulse Position Modulation (BPPM) modulation
scheme without burst spreading, in contrast to lower rate modes that include an
additional inner convolutional coding scheme and spreading of the bursts. The
realistic IEEE standardized channel models found in [2] are used for the detail
simulation. It includes various environments i.e., residential, office, outdoor and
industrial, for both Line Of Sight (LOS) and No Line Of Sight (NLOS). Some of
those NLOS environments present high delay spread which makes the high rate
modes rather vulnerable to multipath propagation. This is due to the fact that
significant multipath components may arrive in delay spreads greater than the
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specified guard interval between transmitted bursts, and may cause severe Inter
Symbol Interference (ISI) between successive symbols.
1.3 Scope of thesis
To the best of our knowledge, the performance of standardized high rate
802.15.4 UWB PHY has not been analyzed before. The purpose of this thesis
is to perform an evaluation of the protocol for high speed data rate, introduce
Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC), MRC with ISI cancellation, MLSE & RAKE
combination coherent receivers for diversity, ISI mitigation or both. Moreover, we
apply optimal errors and erasures decoding in order to further improve the systems
overall performance. In order to perform the evaluation we reason the choice of
selective RAKE (sRAKE) from non-selective RAKE (n-sRAKE) and the choice of
simulating over NLOS and not LOS. The simulation was done over realistic IEEE
standardized channel models [2].
1.4 Previous work
A performance evaluation of 802.15.4 UWB PHY for the lower data rate modes
(mentioned as "Viterbi rate 0"), where the systematic convolutional encoder and
burst spreading is active, can be found in [3]. They derived to a semi-analytical
expression for both coherent and non coherent RAKE receivers over the same
Channel Model (CM) found in [2]. Research regarding pulse design can be found
in [4, 5] and for modulation can be found in [6, 7, 8]. Low complexity RAKE
reception techniques can be found in [9], while new receivers for generalized UWB
in [10] and an analytic method to Bit Error Probability (BEP) calculation in [11].
Among others, ISI mitigation literature with combinations of MLSE and RAKE
for is not rich. Specifically, a MLSE-RAKE scheme for Double Side (DS) UWB un-
coded BPSK was considered in [12], [13], a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
equalizer with RAKE for uncoded BPSK was analyzed in [14] and for MRC with
the presence of narrow band interference in [15]. In all cases, no evidence of high
bit rates in the order of tens of Mbps is given and the transmission technique is
rather simplified in comparison to the standardized IEEE 802.15.4 UWB PHY. On
the other hand, high rate UWB modes (non-IEEE 802.15.4) with MLSE and MRC
were considered in [16] and the references therein, where simple energy detection
with no channel coding was analyzed.
1.5 Methodology
In order to build the 802.15.4 UWB PHY simulator we used Matlab, where we
develop both transmitter and receiver. This consists of a systematic RS encoder,
BPSK and BPPM modulation and the overall process of signal creation. The
implemented receivers are able to demodulate the received signal and proceed with
the systematic RS decoding. We also introduced the option of optimal Successive
Erasures Decoding (SED) to further decrease the BEP. The available IEEE CM
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used for this simulation can be found in [2] where a Matlab code is included. We
created 10000 impulse responses for each CM where we introduced into our own
simulator.
1.6 Thesis outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a description
of 802.15.4 UWB PHY protocol in detail, including frame structure, information
bit flow, channel coding, modulation, symbol structure and pulse shaping. In
Chapter 2 we give more information regarding the CM we used and their statistical
properties, while on Chapter 4 we give an analytic description of MRC, MRC with
ISI cancellation and MLSE & RAKE combination receivers. In Chapter 5 we
evaluate the performance of those receivers, under the channel models presented
above and Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with the most important observations
and future work that could be done.
Chapter2
Description of 802.15.4 UWB PHY
This chapter provides an overall look on the frame structure and specifically the
flow of the payload bits which includes coding, modulation and symbol structure.
The whole chapter is divided into five sections, at the first section we analyze
frame structure and the different transmission schemes, on the second section we
describe the flow of the payload bits, the third section is dedicated to describe the
active channel coding, the fourth section is for the bit mapping and the overall
symbol structure and the fifth section is dedicated to pulse shaping.
2.1 Frame structure and mandatory transmission schemes
The frame structure of 802.15.4 UWB PHY [1] is consists of three blocks and
it can be seen in Figure 2.1. The first block is Synchronization Header (SHR)
Preample and it is responsible for the synchronization between transmitter and
receiver. For our analysis we assume perfect synchronization which means we can
ignore the existence of this block. As we will see below at Table 2.2, the next block,
Physical Header (PHR) always includes the convolution encoding. This translates
to a better BEP performance, thus the existence of this block can be ignored as
well. Finally, the data field that contains the actual information or payload bits,
has a maximum length of 127 octets or else 1016 bits. For sake of simplicity with
an RS of maximum 330 input bits and output of 378 bits we define the length of
one frame to be three codewords of payload bits, resulting to 1134 bits.
Figure 2.1: Frame structure of 802.15.4 UWB PHY [1].
In Table 2.1 we see that the IEEE 802.15.4 UWB PHY standard contains
different mandatory modes with rate-dependent and timing-related parameters.
The highest achievable bit rate for the mandatory channels {0:3, 5:6, 8:10, 12:14},
peak Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) of 499.2 MHz, bandwidth of 499.2 MHz
and preamble code length of 31 is 27.24 Mbps. The specific case of 27.24 Mbps
skips the systematic convolutional encoder and uses one chip per burst, meaning
that the implementation of the convolution encoder and the spreading sequence is
not taken into consideration in our analysis.
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Table 2.1: Mandatory UWB PHY rate-dependent and timing-related
parameters [1].
Modulation & Coding Data Symbol Structure Data
Viterbi
Rate
RS
Rate
Overall
FEC Rate
#Bursts
Positions per
Symbol Nburst
#Hop
Bursts
Nhop
#Chips
Per Burst
Ncpb
Burst Duration
Tburst(ns)
Symbol Duration
Tdsym(ns)
Symbol
Rate
(MHz)
Bit Rate
Mbps
Mean
PRF
(MHz)
0.5 0.87 0.44 32 8 128 4096 256.41 0.12 0.11 15.60
0.5 0.87 0.44 32 8 16 512 32.05 0.98 0.85 15.60
0.5 0.87 0.44 32 8 2 64 4.01 7.80 6.81 15.60
1 0.87 0.87 32 8 1 32 2.00 15.60 27.24 15.60
0.5 0.87 0.44 128 32 32 4096 64.10 0.12 0.11 3.90
0.5 0.87 0.44 128 32 4 512 8.01 0.98 0.85 3.90
0.5 0.87 0.44 128 32 2 256 4.01 1.95 1.70 3.90
1 0.87 0.87 128 32 1 128 2.00 3.90 6.81 3.90
2.2 Information flow
The IEEE 802.15.4 UWB PHY signal flow is shown in Figure 2.2. It consists of
five blocks starting with a systematic RS encoder (63,55) followed by a systematic
convolutional encoder (with Rs = 1/2) where each pair of resulting bits is directed
to a BPSK/BPPMmodulator, forming the systems’ modulation. The final discrete
symbol structure is completed after applying time hopping and spreading. In order
to proceed with the symbol transmission we are using the mandatory pulse shaping
of root raise cosine and we have the transmitted signal s(t).
Figure 2.2: Information flow of 802.15.4 UWB PHY.
On the other side the received signal r(t) is first sampled with using the root
raised cosine, with perfect knowledge of time hopping and spreading we remove the
time hopping and like the every spread spectrum systems, a correlator is removing
the spreading. We then move on to the RAKE receiver where is implemented in
order to capture the power that is dispersed by multipath into complex channel
gain, know as fingers or taps. There are two types of RAKE receivers that can
capture the dispersed power, first one is n-sRAKE and the second one is sRAKE.
The former captures the complex gain successively from the first till a pre-defined
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point, while the latter evaluates and selects the strongest. Then it is the turn
of the systematic convolutional encoder to decode the demodulated bits and then
the systematic RS encoder to complete the decoding and give the received payload
bits.
2.3 Channel coding
The IEEE 802.15.4 UWB PHY standard implements a systematic RS encoder
(63,55) followed by a systematic convolutional encoder (with Rs = 1/2). As
mentioned above, for the high speed data rate case the systematic convolutional
encoder is not implemented. For further improvement of the systems performance
we introduce erasures decoding.
The systematic RS encoder belongs to the block-based error correcting codes
and as block coder they have maximum distance separable between codewords.
The RS (63,55) code is formed with the Galois field GF(26) and the generator
polynomial and a primitive polynomial p(x) = x6 +x+1. The RS encoder accepts
only 330 data bits and in case that a smaller number of bits are input, dummy
bits are added in order to reach the 330 data bit stream. The block of 330 input
bits x0, x1, . . . , x329 is properly converted to a block of 55 GF RS information
symbols X0, X1, . . . , X54, each one represented as Di = d(6i+5), d(6i+4), . . . , d6i
with i = 0 . . . 54. The RS (63,55) encoder outputs a block of 63 encoded symbols
U0, U1, . . . , U63 which are further converted to a bit sequence of 378 coded bits
u0, u1, . . . , u377. In the absence of convolutional encoding and spreading the coded
bits are then moved to the modulation circuit.
When the RS decoder fails to decode successfully the received codeword, the
residual bit error probability is usually higher. Therefore, in order to lower the
post-decoding (residual) error probability we assume that for every non decodable
codeword, the decoder is aware of its failure and outputs the received RS informa-
tion symbols (or the corresponding bits) unchanged. This can ideally be achieved
by using a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) code, which is almost always engaged
in contemporary systems, including 802.15.4.
In any receiver case, the RS decoder may either engage Errors Only Decod-
ing (EOD), that can correct up to any t = b(dmin − 1)/2c RS symbol errors, or
errors-and-erasures decoding, where some of the received symbols are erased be-
fore decoding, according to a specific quality criterion [17]. An RS (n, k) code
can correct  errors and z erasures in all cases that 2 + z < dmin holds, where
dmin = b(n − k + 1)/2c. Especially in the case of the MLSE decoder, one under
consideration, this criterion could be defined by taking into account the difference
of the soft metrics of the possible symbols at each symbol epoch. A scheme with
errors-and-erasures decoding has been also used with combined RS - convolutional
coding [3].
In order to enhance performance further SED schemes can be engaged [18].
The optimum, however, most complex scheme, is to repeat decoding for every pos-
sible combination of z erasures out of n symbols, provided that z ≤ dmin−1, until
decoding succeeds. This scheme, although impractical from a complexity point
of view, it provides a lower bound on the errors and erasures decoding capabil-
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ity. Any other errors and erasures decoding scheme will have a BEP performance
between the EOD and SED.
2.4 Modulation and symbol structure
The resulting bits of the systematic RS encoder and the lack of systematic
convolutional encoder are divided into two separate bit stream which they lead
to BPPM or BPSK as shown in Table 2.2. The bit stream that leads to BPPM
defines the transmitted burst, is named as position bit and is bm = u2m while the
bit stream that leads to BPSK defines the polarity of the bit on the predefined
burst, is named as polarity bit and is am = u2m+1, where m = 0, . . . , 178 is the
symbol number.
Table 2.2: Mapping of header bits, data bits and tail bits "Viterbi
rate 1" [1].
Symbol # Input Data Position bit Polarity Bit
0 H0 0 H0
21 symbols of header at
850 kb/s
1 H1 H0 H1
2 H2 H1 H0 ⊕H2
3 H3 H2 H1 ⊕H3
. . . . . . . . . . . .
16 H16 H15 H14 ⊕H16
17 H17 H16 H15 ⊕H17
18 H18 H17 H16 ⊕H17
19 T0 H18 H17 ⊕ T0
20 T1 T0 H18 ⊕ T1
21 D0, D1 D0 D1
m symbols of data at
data rate, e.g., 6.8 Mb/s
. . . D2, D3 D2 D3
. . . . . . . . . . . .
m+19 Dm−6, Dm−5 Dm−6 Dm−5
m+20 Dm−4, Dm−3 Dm−4 Dm−3
m+21 Dm−2, Dm−1 Dm−2 Dm−6
The overall BPPM/BPSK is a low complexity, high performance modulation
scheme while spreading and hopping offer the existence of multiple user environ-
ment. From the receiver’s point of view, it offers both non-coherent and coherent
reception for the cases that the convolutional encoder is active. The non-coherent
receiver can detect and recover the data stream without the knowledge of the
complex path gains of the channel offering a low cost option but with limited
performance. On the other hand the coherent receiver with reliable knowledge of
some complex path gains of the channel is a higher cost and a higher performance
design. For our case where the convolutional encoder is not included, we are lim-
ited to coherent receivers, were we assume perfect knowledge of the complex path
gains of the channel.
The structure of the BPSK/BPPM symbols can be seen with the timing detail
in Table 2.1 for the mandatory 27.24 Mbps data rate transmission. This specific
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transmission uses one chip per burst thus its implementation of the spreading
sequence will not have any difference to the final BEP, although the scrambler is
required for the generation of the hopping sequence nh,m. The overall scrambler is
a pseudo-random binary sequence generator with a Linear Feedback Shift Register
(LFSR). The polynomial for the scrambler generator is g(D) = 1 + D14 + D15
where D is a single chip delay and the corresponding scrambler output is generated
by sn = sn−14 ⊕ sn−15 with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The initial state of the LFSR is
determined by the preamble code and the hopping sequence is computed by nh,m =
skNcpb + 2s1+kNcpb + 4s2+kNcpb .
The overall transmit signal can be written as
s(t) =
√
Es
M−1∑
m=0
(1− 2am)p(t−mTs − bmTBPM − nh,mTc), (2.1)
where, Es is the energy per symbol, p(t) is the pulse shaping waveform, Tc is the
burst (and chip) duration, Ts = NsTc is the symbol duration, TBPM = NBPMTc
is the BPM interval that is equal to half of the symbol period (i.e., Ns = 2NBPM ),
and is divided into two equal parts, that is, the transmission period and the guard
period. Each transmission period consists of Nhop burst positions and nh,m is the
time hopping sequence that determines the burst position to be used within the
BPM interval, taking values in 0, . . . , Nhop − 1. The values of the parameters can
be found in Table 2.1 above.
2.5 Pulse shaping
The 802.15.4 UWB PHY have the capability of transmitting several optional
pulses. The beacon frames although shall always be transmitted with the use of
mandatory pulse shaping and all other frames may be transmitted with an optional
pulse if both receiver and transmitter are capable of supporting it. The constrain
of the transmitted pulse shape p(t) is the cross-correlation function of a standard
reference pulse r(t). The normalized cross-correlation between the two waveforms
is,
φ(τ) =
1√
ErEp
Re
∫ ∞
−∞
r(t)p∗(t+ τ)dt
where Er and Ep are the energies of r(t) and p(t) respectively. The reference pulse
r(t) is a root raised cosine pulse and takes shape of,
r(t) =
4β
pi
√
Tp
cos[(1 + β)pit/Tp] +
sin[(1−β)pit/Tp]
4β(t/Tp)
1− (4βt/Tp)2 ,
where the roll-off factor of the root raised cosine pulse is β = 0.5 and Tp is the
inverse of the chip frequency and for our case Tp = 2 ns. A standard compliant
UWB PHY transmitter shall have a pulse p(t) with magnitude of cross correlation
|φ(τ)| greater or equal to 0.8 for at least Tw = 0.5 ns. For any side lobes the
magnitude of cross correlation |φ(τ)| shall be no grater than 0.3.
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A variety of pulse shapes can be found in [19], where the authors purpose vari-
ous pulses. Some of them are the Rectangular monocycle, the Rayleigh monocycle,
the Laplacian monocycle, the Cubic monocycle and a large category of Gaussian
pulses. The family of the Gaussian pulses are derived from the simple monocycle
and its higher-order derivatives. These higher-order derivatives are generated by
the successive filtering of the Gaussian pulse. A more detailed analysis of the pulse
shaping can be found in [20] where they generate multiple orthogonal pulses that
can be utilized for higher data rate or lower error rate. In [5] the authors proposed
a different chirp pulse based UWB system that improves energy consumption and
the overall complexity is current CMOS technology. The propose receiver achieves
significantly better performance with the same computational complexity but with
a high complexity transmitted waveform.
Although the extensive study in the current literature, for our analysis the
pulse shaping, match filtering and synchronization is considered to be optimal.
This means we do not apply any gain or loss of dB in the Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) scale.
Chapter3
Channel Models
This chapter provides a summary of the UWB channel models used to simulate
the IEEE 802.15.4 UWB PHY system including different environments and their
channel properties. The whole chapter is divided into two sections. In the first
section we present the available environments and present the way we create the
UWB CM, while in the second section we provide an analysis of the channel
statistics and predict how they will effect the simulation.
3.1 IEEE Channel Models
UWB channel models are fundamentally different from the narrow band ones
but their modeling with statistical parameters remains the same. For our simu-
lation we use the 802.15.4 channel model found in [2] where it contains a Matlab
code able to output impulse responses for 9 different environments and cases. The
environments are residential LOS and NLOS (CM1 CM2), office LOS and NLOS
(CM3 CM4), outdoor LOS and NLOS (CM5 CM6), industrial LOS and NLOS
(CM7 CM8) and Outdoor farm LOS (CM9). For the analysis we are solely take
account all the NLOS cases for each environment CM2, CM4, CM6, CM8, reason-
ing that this is the worst case scenario thus the harder to resolve.
The analysis and simulation takes into account only small scale fading with
an extension of modifying the averages signal to noise ratio depending on the dis-
tance between transmitter and receiver. The channel models follow a modified
Saleh-Valenzuela model with arrival of paths (rays) in clusters, mixed Poisson dis-
tribution for ray arrival times and possible delay dependence of cluster decay time.
Small scale fading amplitude statistics follow a Nakagami distribution with differ-
ent m factors for different components and block fading, where the channel stays
constant over data burst duration. The simulation assumes block fading, where
the channel stays constant over a transmission frame, an assumption validated
by large coherence times in slowly-changing indoor environments. These models
only treats the channel but with the existence of antenna measurements, antenna
effects can be modeled and added separately, something that was not implemented
in our basic simulation. The impulse response h(t) consists of Lc clusters of Lr
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rays and can be expressed (in complex baseband) as
h(t) =
Lc−1∑
l=0
Lr−1∑
k=0
βk,le
jφk,lδ(t− Tl − τk,l) (3.1)
where, δ(t) denotes the Dirac delta function, βk,l is the amplitude of the kth
component in the lth cluster, Tl is the delay of the lth cluster, τk,l is the delay of
the kth multipath component relative to the lth cluster arrival time Tl, and φκ,λ is
uniformly distributed in [0, 2pi). The statistics of the path gains and delays above
mentioned can be found in [2] for different channel models (CMs). To simplify the
notation we use, in the following, the equivalent model
h′(t) =
Λ−1∑
λ=0
gλδ(t− τλ) (3.2)
where, Λ = LcLr is equal to the number of all rays of all clusters, gλ is the complex
path gain of the λth ray, and τλ is the corresponding delay. We assume that the
channel path gains are normalized so that
∑Λ−1
λ=0 E[g
2
λ] = 1.
3.2 Channel statistics
This section is divided into two subsections. In the first subsection we provide
the Power Delay Profile (PDP) for the available CMs for both LOS and NLOS,
while in the second subsection we provide the CCDF for the available CMs for
both n-sRAKE, sRAKE with a low and high number of fingers.
3.2.1 Power Delay Profile
The main factor affecting the performance of the highest data rate mode is
the ISI arising from delayed multipath components. The delay spreads for every
simulating channel model can be seen in Figure 3.1 taken from 10000 channel
realizations. The high data rate BPM has a duration of 32 ns and each symbol is
2 BPM the overall symbol duration is 62 ns. Any significant interfering multipath
components around -10 dB that extend over 32 ns can cause intraburst interference
and if they extend over 62 ns they cause ISI.
More specifically for the LOS only outdoor environment CM5 with a delay of 60
ns with average power of -12 dB might have some ISI and intraburst interference.
The residential environment CM1 with a delay of 30 ns and average power of -10
dB might only appear intraburst interference.
For the LOS environments the intraburst interference should be taken as
granted. The only environment that avoids ISI is office CM4, since for a delay
of 60 ns the average power is down to -14 dB. On the other hand, industrial CM8
for a delay of 60 ns the average power is -10 dB and residential CM2 for the same
delay the average power is -6 dB. That means that both environment will appear
to have some ISI and for the residential CM2 it is going to be even bigger. The
worse case of all is the outdoor CM6, since in order to drop at the average power of
-10 dB the delay goes up to 330 ns. That results to a heavy ISI environment where
multiple past symbols will stack making ISI mitigation receiver a requirement.
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Figure 3.1: Power delay profile of CM2 CM4 CM6 and CM8.
3.2.2 CCDF of RAKE uncaptured energy
In this subsection we are going to look at the CCDF of the uncapture energy
for each environment. Each sub-subsection is dedicated to the corresponding en-
vironment for both LOS, NLOS cases and a n-sRAKE, sRAKE receivers. The
reason to include this metric is to give a general idea regarding the percentage of
energy the two RAKE schemes are missing to capture at the different CMs.
Residential Environments CM1 CM2
For the residential environment and Figure 3.2 we can see that for NLOS the
n-sRAKE has 0.3 probability to uncapture 10% of the energy, while the sRAKE
only has 0.06 probability to uncapture 10% of the energy. The difference between
n-sRAKE and s-RAKE is substantial where the s-RAKE is expected to outperform
the n-sRAKE.
For the LOS case the difference between them is much smaller. For the n-
sRAKE the probability to uncapture the 10% of the energy is down to 0.1 while
for the s-RAKE is 0. This means we should expect a small difference in their per-
formance. Overall the NLOS sRAKE seems capable to capture a good percentage
of overall energy and will not have issues in performance regarding the energy
dispersion.
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Figure 3.2: CCDF of uncaptured energy in residential environments
CM1 and CM2 for n-sRAKE and sRAKE detection.
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Office Environments CM3 CM4
For the office environment, as depicted Figure 3.3 we can see that for NLOS
the n-sRAKE has 0.02 probability to uncapture 5% of the energy and 0 probability
to uncapture 10% of the energy. Meanwhile the sRAKE has 0.36 probability to
uncapture 5% of the energy and 0.6 probability to uncapture 10% of the energy.
Even though the 0.36 probability to uncapture 5% of the energy seems high, the
5% is considered to be a small percentage, thus it will not have significant change
in the overall performance.
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Figure 3.3: CCDF of uncaptured energy in office environments CM3
and CM4 for n-sRAKE and sRAKE detection.
For the LOS case the difference is extremely small, even for small percentages
like 1% or 2%. Going back to Figure 3.1 we can see the office has the best
performance for the NLOS case. That explains the fact that the n-sRAKE is
able to collect more energy than the sRAKE.
Outdoor Environments CM5 CM6
The outdoor environment in Figure 3.4 is the most interesting environment.
For the NLOS case and a 20% uncaptured energy the sRAKE is at 0.48 probability,
while it is up to 0.94 for the n-sRAKE. This means that both n-sRAKE and
sRAKE are going to miss a huge percentage of the energy, but only the n-sRAKE
is probably unable to attain an acceptable BEP. Moreover when the sRAKE has 0
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probability to uncapture the 40% of the energy, the n-sRAKE has 0.8 probability.
By any means the n-sRAKE is unable to perform in the outdoor NLOS CM6
environment.
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Figure 3.4: CCDF of uncaptured energy in outdoor environments
CM5 and CM6 for n-sRAKE and sRAKE detection.
For the LOS cases, the probability to uncapture 10% of the energy for the
sRAKE is at 0.1 while for the n-sRAKE it is up to 0.48. We can see that even for
the LOS case the n-sRAKE has high probability to uncapture a large percentage
of energy. Another example, while for sRAKE the probability to uncapture 20%
of the energy is 0, for the n-sRAKE it is up to 0.22.
In comparison with the PDP in Figure 3.1 we can understand why sRAKE
is able to capture more energy than the n-sRAKE. The starting of curve of CM6
implies that the starting fingers are going to have less energy than the delayed
fingers. That means a n-sRAKE is unable to include the fingers that contain the
actual power.
Industrial Environments CM7 CM8
For the industrial environment and Figure 3.5 in the NLOS case we can see that
the probability to uncapture 10% of the energy for the n-sRAKE is 0.02 while for
the sRAKE it is at 0.4. The difference might seem significant but the percentage
is small, thus the sRAKE will not have any issues regarding performance. We can
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see that with the probability to uncapture the 15% of the energy is 0 for n-sRAKE
but this time for the sRAKE is down to 0.01.
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Figure 3.5: CCDF of uncaptured energy in industrial environments
CM7 and CM8 for n-sRAKE and sRAKE detection.
Regarding the LOS case, there is not much analysis to be done. As expected
from the PDP in Figure 3.1 CM7 has the shortest delay spread, thus not much of
energy will left uncaptured.
Chapter4
Receivers
This chapter provides a description of the received signal, different RAKE ap-
plications and various coherent receivers are simulated with or without the ability
to mitigate the ISI. The whole chapter is divided into four sections, on the first
section we analyze the received signal and the reason that sRAKE receiver is im-
portant, on the second section we explain the MRC receiver, on the third section
we expand the MRC receiver with ISI cancellation and on the fourth section we
present and reason the MLSE & RAKE combination receiver.
4.1 Received signal and reasoning of RAKE implementation
In order to formulate the received signal mathematically we assume perfect
synchronization, match filtering and we also ignore the path loss. The received
signal can be expressed as,
r(t) =
√
Es
M−1∑
m=0
Λ−1∑
λ=0
gλ(1−2am)p(t−mTs−bmTBPM−nh,mTc−τλ)+n(t), (4.1)
where, n(t) represents the additive white Gaussian noise process. Assuming perfect
sampling per chip interval, the discrete-time version of the received sampled signal
may be presented as,
r[n] =
M−1∑
m=0
Λ−1∑
λ=0
gλ(1− 2am)δ[n−mNs − bmNBPM − nh,m − nλ] + νn, (4.2)
where we have assumed, without loss of generality, that the path delays are mul-
tiples of the chip duration, that is τλ = nλTc. Additionally, δ[·] represents the
Kronecker delta function and νn is the complex Gaussian noise sample of variance
N0/Es (the signal energy is embodied in the noise variance for notation simplicity).
For any receiver, the sequence numbers of the samples corresponding to the
lth path of the mth symbol may be expressed as,
µ
(bm)
m,λ = mNs + bmNBPM + nh,m + nλ, (4.3)
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and can be further split to one sample per BPM interval for the l path of the mth
symbol as,
µ
(0)
m,λ = mNs + nh,m + nλ
µ
(1)
m,λ = mNs +NBPM + nh,m + nλ
(4.4)
for bm = 0, and bm = 1, respectively.
The sample with sequence number given by (4.3) includes, in addition to the
useful signal of the lth path of the mth symbol, ISI terms from the previous
symbols. In particular, the pth previous symbol’s path λp that will add up to this
sample is the one with delay equal to
nλp = µ
(bm)
m,λ − (m− p)Ns − bm−pNBPM − nh,m−p, (4.5)
whenever nλp ≤ nΛ−1. Therefore, the total ISI interfering with the lth path of the
mth symbol can be expressed as,
I[µ
(bm)
m,λ ] =
P∑
p=1
gλp(1− 2am−p), (4.6)
where, λp is the interfering path with delay given by (4.3), and P , the total number
of previous symbols producing ISI to the current symbol, depends on the delay
spread of the channel.
The RAKE receiver is employed in order to gather some of the transmitted
symbol energy that it is been dispersed by multipath, by combining coherently Λr
paths (or fingers). The way of selecting the Λr fingers has been studied extensively
in the past in [3].
As mentioned earlier, we analyze two options of RAKE implementation, the n-
sRAKE that we successively take the fingers from the first until a certain predefined
point and the sRAKE that evaluates the power of each finger and selects those that
offer the highest absolute gain. The n-sRAKE has the disadvantage of selecting
multiple paths where the actual signal power is low compared to the noise and ISI
power, resulting to working with more interference and noise than actual signal
power. On the other hand, the n-sRAKE does not need to evaluate the complex
channel gains thus avoiding some complexity. For the second situation of sRAKE
we evaluate and select the fingers that are expected to have more signal power.
In this situation we add some overall complexity with the ability to receiver more
signal power and less ISI power. Comparing the two situations the sRAKE is by
far the best choice since in comparison with the n-sRAKE it requires less fingers,
thus a lower number of correlators in order to gather the same amount of power.
4.2 MRC RAKE receiver
In order to introduce the maximum diversity we assume that the channel
parameters are correctly estimated. These are, the time of arrival for each path,
the amplitude and the phase of the signal. The MRC receiver achieves the best
performance by multiplying each received sample with the corresponding conjugate
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complex channel gain. The result is the compensation of the phase shift and the
weighting of each finger with a factor that is proportional to the signal strength.
The ΛR samples with sequence numbers given by (4.4) are properly weighted
and added to derive the decision variables
V (bm) =
ΛR−1∑
λ=0
<
{
g∗λr[µ
(bm)
m,λ ]
}
. (4.7)
The ΛR samples are the actual RAKE fingers where in case of n-sRAKE are the
successive complex path gains from the start, up until a predefined point and for
the sRAKE are the complex path gains with the highest power.
The position bits are estimated by the BPM that includes the burst/chip
value with the highest absolute value of the decision variables, while the sign of
the decision variable determines the polarity bits, i.e.,
bm =
{
0, |V (0)| > |V (1)|
1, |V (1)| > |V (0)| (4.8)
and
am =
{
0, bm max
(
V (bm)
)
> 0
1, bm max
(
V (bm)
)
< 0.
(4.9)
4.3 MRC ISI cancellation receiver
The MRC ISI cancellation receiver exploits the diversity introduced to the
MRC receiver and attempts to mitigate the ISI that is been created by the previous
symbol. For the first symbol, the MRC makes a decision regarding the transmitted
symbol using the eq. (4.2). Taken as granted that the decision is correct, for the
second symbol it subtracts estimated received interference eq. (4.6) of the previous
transmitted symbol from the current received sample, getting the equation,
r′[µ(bm)m,λ ] = gλ(1− 2am)− Iˆ[µ(bm)m,λ ]. (4.10)
where Iˆ is the estimation of (4.6). The interfering samples are,
nλp = µ
(bm)
m,λ − (m− p)Ns − bˆm−pNBPM − nh,m−p, (4.11)
where aˆm−p and bˆm−p correspond to the estimated bits of the pth previous symbol
which gives Iˆ[µ(bm)m,λ ] the form of,
Iˆ[µ
(bm)
m,λ ] =
Pr∑
p=1
gλp(1− 2aˆm−p) (4.12)
with Pr to be the predefined past symbols the receiver is going to take into con-
sideration to remove.
After the part of removing the ISI is completed we then take the modified
received signal and continue with the same process as the MRC receiver. We
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weigh and add the altered samples to derive the new decision variables like eq.
(4.7) and then decide regarding the position and polarity bits with eq (4.8) and
(4.9).
For each new symbol we can subtract as many past symbols we want. The
problem with this receiver is the error propagation; in case a symbol is chosen
falsely we are going to remove the wrong complex channel values making it harder
to derive a correct decision for the current symbol. Complexity wise the MRC ISI
cancellation receiver takes advantage of the diversity of the MRC and with a small
addition to complexity tries to mitigate the ISI.
4.4 MLSE & RAKE combination receiver
Maximum Likehood is the optimum way to mitigate interference when it comes
to Sequence Estimators. We deploy MLSE & RAKE receiver in order to compare it
with the other receivers and conclude if it is worth to compose a more complex ISI
mitigating receiver in order to get some gain in the overall BEP. A basic example
on how MLSE works can be found in [21].
It all starts from the first received sample, where we start building the Trellis
tree diagram. The MLSE takes the received sample and calculates the Eucledian
distance for each possible symbol transmission. This creates four metrics known
as Eucledean distances expressed with the symbol d. After that the receiver moves
on to the next received sample, where again run through all four possible trans-
mitted symbols, only this time the estimated received symbol is the addition of
the current possible symbol and the previously transmitted symbol. With this
implementation the sequence estimator has an estimate of the previous symbol
with a corresponding weight d, thus the estimated previous symbol is considered
to cause ISI in the current symbol and the complex channel gain values can be
used in order to get a better Eucledian distance. Overall each estimated received
symbol will grow four more branches with the following possible transmitted sym-
bol. The whole process up until m = 2 takes the shape of a Trellis tree diagram,
like in Figure 4.1.
In this point it is important to stress out the complexity issue of the MLSE.
As we can see in Figure 4.1 at the trellis tree diagram with m transmitted symbols
the full expansion of the tree will result to 4m sequences. The calculation of
those 4m sequences requires great computing power, if not impossible with today’s
technology, thus the implementation of simpler algorithm is required. With the
"delete δ branches" algorithm after each estimated transmitted symbol we sum the
overall Eucledean distances of each sequence and we delete the most improbable
(highest value). It is important though to have a significant number of saved states
in order to prevent and fix propagating errors. After extensive simulations we
found out that there is an insignificant difference between δ = 4 and 16 surviving
sequences, thus for the purpose of our work we only simulated with δ = 4 surviving
sequences for each symbol.
The sRAKE or n-sRAKE receiver are applied with the selection of multiple
received samples and their calculation of their corresponding Eucledean distance
from the estimated received sample. Then we proceed with the summation of each
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Figure 4.1: Simple Trellis diagram for m = 2.
finger, resulting to one value d for each symbol. Moreover, each finger is weighed
according to their corresponding strength, meaning that the transmitted power on
the finger effects the Eucledean distance and overall the final sequence selection.
From the above analytic description the estimated received signal is as a the
addition of the received samples (4.2) and estimated received interference (4.12),
it can be expressed mathematically as,
rˆ[µ
(bm)
m,λ ] = gλ(1− 2am) + Iˆ , (4.13)
where, the MLSE algorithm first estimates the sample for the bth BPM of the λth
path of the mth symbol and then adds the ISI caused by p symbols.
Then, it forms the Eucledean distance of the received pair of samples per
symbol (one per BPM) with the corresponding estimates of the jth (j = 1, . . . , 4)
possible symbol that arises from the combination of all possible am and bm, as
described in Section 4.2, i.e.,
d
(j)
m,λ =
√∣∣∣r[µ(0)m,λ]− rˆ[µ(0)m,λ]∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣r[µ(1)m,λ]− rˆ[µ(1)m,λ]∣∣∣2 (4.14)
The final metric per symbol accumulates all the RAKE fingers to produce
d(j)m =
ΛR−1∑
λ=0
d
(j)
m,λ. (4.15)
Based on these metrics the algorithm estimates the most probable symbol sequence
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of length M (the one presenting the minimum distance with the received symbol
sequence) throughout the packet length.
Chapter5
Results
This chapter provides results of simulations of the proposed receivers under
the IEEE CMs. In all cases, 10000 channel realizations and an adequate number
of packets are simulated in order to achieve convergence of the presented BEP
values. In first Section we take a look into the benefits of the sRAKE with ΛR
fingers versus a n-sRAKE receiver as described in Section 4.1 and reason with the
selection of simulating over NLOS environments. While on the second section we
evaluate the performance of every NLOS environment with every receiver with
either EOD or SED as described in Section 2.3.
5.1 Reasoning of sRAKE and NLOS
In order to show that sRAKE is a better choice over n-sRAKE and that the
NLOS environments are harder to perform well we chose to simulate over outdoor
LOS CM5 case with all the receivers, MRC, MRC with ISI cancellation and MLSE
& RAKE combination receiver. We chose outdoor LOS CM5 because it presents
the worse PDP as seen in Section 3.2 from all the LOS environments. The choice
of any other LOS environment will present better results in the BEP performance.
The BEP performance of the outdoor LOS CM5 can be found in Figure 5.1.
The first thing that is noticeable is the error floor in the n-sRAKE of the MRC and
MRC with ISI cancellation. The n-sRAKE collects the energy successively from
the first finger up to 16 or 32 leading to result of receiving more ISI than actual
symbol energy. More specifically in the case of 16 fingers the received energy is so
low that the BEP performance is unacceptable in a realistic system. In the case
of 32 fingers the BEP drops at 10−4 at 18 dB for the MRC receiver, while for the
MRC with ISI cancellation at 12 dB. The MRC receiver manages to achieve an
acceptable BEP at a very high SNR meaning that the actual implementation can
be considered unrealistic. On the other hand the MRC with ISI cancellation can
be considered realistic but compared with the MLSE & RAKE the difference is
around 7 dB, which is large.
If we take a look into the sRAKE case we can see that all the receivers are
performing equally. Especially with the alteration in the number of fingers we can
see that there is no substantial gain. That means for the worse PDP wise, LOS
environment there is no big point to increase the number of fingers. That means
for every other LOS environment the gain will be even smaller, thus there is no
23
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Figure 5.1: BEP over LOS outdoor environment CM5 of different
receivers with different number of fingers NR.
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point of taking them into consideration.
Comparing the four MLSE & RAKE combination receivers we can see that
non of them appears to have an error floor. That proves that the MLSE & RAKE
combination is an optimal way to mitigate interference. In fact the n-sRAKE with
a low or high number of fingers is always performing better than the corresponding
sRAKE.
5.2 Performance Evaluation under IEEE CM
This section is divided into four subsections. Each subsection is devoted to a
corresponding environment, first subsection for residential, second subsection for
office, third subsection for outdoor and fourth for industrial. Each figure illustrates
the BEP of MRC, MRC with ISI cancellation and MLSE & RAKE combination re-
ceivers versus the signal-to-noise ratio per bit Eb/N01 where each case the receiver
uses ΛR = 10 or ΛR = 20 fingers are used to combined coherently.
5.2.1 Residential environment CM2
For the residential environment and Figure 5.2 EOD cases, the MRC and MRC
with ISI cancellation receivers, the increment from ΛR = 10 to ΛR = 20 offers 1dB
gain for a BEP in the order of 10−4. While for the MLSE & RAKE combination
receiver attains a gain of 0.5 dB for the same order of BEP. Although for the case
of ΛR = 10 the MLSE & RAKE combination seems to perform better than the
other, that does not seem to happen when ΛR = 20. With 10 fingers the effective
energy collected is not enough to utilize the MRC diversity, thus leading to wrong
results, leading to an error mitigation to the MRC with ISI cancellation receiver.
When the fingers increase the MRC is able to perform better thus the further
improvement of the MRC with ISI cancellation.
For the SED cases and a BEP in the order of 10−4 the gain attained for every
receiver is at 1 dB. Overall with the addition of optimal erasures the receiver is
able to further increase the BEP, which translates to a more secure MRC decisions
resulting to the fact that MRC ISI cancellation outperforms any other receiver.
5.2.2 Office environment CM4
For the office environment and Figure 5.3 EOD cases, the MRC receiver, the
increment from ΛR = 10 to ΛR = 20 offers 1.5dB gain for a BEP in the order
of 10−4. While the MRC with ISI cancellation and MLSE & RAKE combination
receivers attain a gain of 1dB for the same order of BEP. As seen in Section 3.2
BLOS office environment CM4 has the lowest delay spread of all the NLOS envi-
ronments. That explains the fact that for ΛR = 10 the MRC is 0.5dB worse than
MRC with ISI cancellation and MLSE & RAKE combination. For ΛR = 20 the
1The signal to noise ratio per bit equals Eb/N0 = 12Es/N0 where Es is the transmitted
energy per symbol. This assumption is valid for comparison purposes since no distance
dependent path loss is considered, and the channel path gains are properly normalized
to give a total (sum) power of unity.
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Figure 5.2: BEP over NLOS residential environment CM2 of differ-
ent receivers with different number of fingers NR.
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MRC gathers higher energy and the diversity of the MRC manages to catch up
with the MLSE & RAKE combination.
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Figure 5.3: BEP over NLOS office environment CM4 of different
receivers with different number of fingers NR.
Again the SED cases and a BEP in the order of 10−4, the gain attained for
every receiver is at 1 dB. The low delays spread that this environment offers
manages to make all the receivers perform likely. We can notice the the MRC
with ISI cancellation performs slightly better due to the fact that some small ISI
is mitigated but the gain is so small that it is considered to be irrelevant.
5.2.3 Outdoor environment CM6
The outdoor environment and Figure 5.4 is interesting because of its high
delay profile, as seen in Section 3.2. First of all the increment of ΛR = 10 to
ΛR = 20 for a BEP in the order of 10−4 offers 2 dB gain to most receivers, but
MLSE & RAKE combination where the removal of two previous symbols has a
gain of 1.5 dB. Specifically for the case of ΛR = 10 the gain between the MLSE
& RAKE combination with the removal of 2 past symbols and the MRC is at 1.5
dB. In comparison with the MRC with ISI cancellation is at 1 dB and between the
MLSE & RAKE combination with the removal of 1 symbol is at 0.5 dB. It seems
that when the received energy is low and the delay spread of the environment
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is high, the ISI mitigation is extremely important. In comparison with the case
of ΛR = 20 where the received energy is higher and the ISI mitigation stays the
same, the overall BEP gain is reduced. The MLSE & RAKE combination with
the removal of 2 symbol has a gain of 0.5 dB over MRC, and only 0.25 dB over
MRC with ISI cancellation and MLSE & RAKE combination with the removal of
1 symbol.
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Figure 5.4: BEP over NLOS outdoor environment CM6 of different
receivers with different number of fingers NR.
For the SED cases and a BEP in the order of 10−4 the gain attained for
the MRC is at 2.5 dB. For the MRC with ISI cancellation and MLSE & RAKE
combination receivers the gain is around 2 dB. Overall it seems that the addition
of the optimum SED manages to bring every receiver at the same magnitude of
BEP.
5.2.4 Industrial environment CM8
For the industrial environment and Figure 5.5 EOD cases, the MRC receiver,
the increment from ΛR = 10 to ΛR = 20 offers 1 dB gain for a BEP in the order of
10−4. While for the MRC with ISI cancellation receiver the gain is at 1 dB and for
the MLSE & RAKE combination receiver the gain is at 0.75 dB. The overall gain
seems to drop since the energy harvest of the MRC improves the diversity and the
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ISI mitigation is less needed. Only for the cases of ΛR = 10 where the harvested
energy is lower, the MLSE & RAKE combination receiver has a gain of 0.5 dB
and 0.25 dB over the MRC and MRC with ISI cancellation receivers. When the
energy is higher, at ΛR = 20 all the receivers seem to have the same BEP.
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Figure 5.5: BEP over NLOS industrial environment CM8 of different
receivers with different number of fingers NR.
For the SED cases and a BEP in the order of 10−4 the gain attained for all the
receivers for ΛR = 20 is 1 dB. As mentioned above, the addition of the optimum
SED manages to lower the BEP for every receiver, where they all achieve the same
BEP.
Chapter6
Conclusion and future work
6.1 Conclusions
We analyzed the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 UWB PHY high rate mode
over realistic residential, office, outdoor and industrial environments. We evaluated
the performance of the proposed scheme with MRC, MRC with ISI cancellation
and MLSE & RAKE combination receiver, with the addition of optimal erasures
decoding over fading channels.
Apart from the statistical analysis we verified that the sRAKE receiver is a
definite plus on all the situations and that the increase of fingers is mandatory
in order to improve performance. Also with the simulation over outdoor LOS
environment, which is the highest delay spread for the LOS environments, we
proved there is no point on simulating over the LOS environments.
In the residential environment we found that for a low number of sRAKE
fingers ISI mitigation gain exists but it is low, while for a high number of fingers
the MRC diversity outperforms the MLSE & RAKE combination receiver. On the
other hand, in the office environment with the least delay spread we found that ISI
mitigation can still give a small gain in a low number of sRAKE finger, while for
a high number of sRAKE fingers the BEP performance for all receivers is pretty
much the same.
The outdoor environment with the highest delay spread environment showed
that ISI mitigation is required for a low number of sRAKE fingers and can provide
a gain even at a high number of sRAKE fingers. This is the only environment
where the MLSE & RAKE combination receiver manages to outperform the other
receivers regarding the BEP performance. A special attention must be given into
the fact that we can see a difference in the BEP performance when 1 or 2 previous
symbols are removed through the ISI estimation. For the industrial environment
we found that for a low number of sRAKE fingers the gain of ISI mitigation
techniques can be high, while for a high number of sRAKE fingers all the receivers
give the same BEP performance.
In any environment optimal errors and erasures decoding can provide a further
gain of at least 1 dB in the BEP performance. Specially for the outdoor environ-
ment the gain can go further up to 1.5 dB. Overall in cases of low number of finger
the ISI mitigation techniques can provide a gain in all environment. In cases with
high number of fingers the received power is increases the diversity of the MRC
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and helps to improve performance and ISI mitigation receivers can still provide a
negligible gain.
6.2 Future work
Further improvements could include the customization of channel parameters,
like the addition of antenna gains, frequency dependence of path gains, shadowing
or large-scale fading and distance dependence of the pathloss. This will allow to
simulate the expected BEP over distance for each environment and build specific
receiver according to the environment needs. More information regarding the way
of application can be found in [2].
Another idea is combining the MRC diversity gains with the MLSE & RAKE
ability to mitigate interference in high ISI environments. The MRC receiver has
proven to perform well in cases that the capture energy by the RAKE fingers
is significant to the total received energy. In the case of a high delay profile
environment like outdoor were the RAKE captured energy is low and ISI is high, a
possible combination of the two receivers would provide an optimal implementation
however with increased complexity.
Finally it would be interesting the application of block Decision Feedback
Equalization (DFE) [22]. Many papers can be found in literature regarding DFE
but specifically in [23] we can see a generalized MLSE arbitration for High Speed
Packet Access (HSPA) Wideband Coded Division Multiple Access (WCDMA).
Original block equalization involves joint detection of symbols from an overall
symbol period and the use of a feedback filter in order to remove the interference
from that past symbol period. They extend the idea to parallel symbol streams,
add feedforward filtering and introduce a notion of block linear equalization. Been
able to work in a codeword level to remove the ISI will provide more effective power
to the MRC receiver, which will perform better with the maximum diversity.
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